Success Story
OCOM
» With the use of the RESTful Adapter for SAP Process Integration of the KaTe
we were able to keep our architecture fully RESTful, supporting our company
standard. «
Bjorn Tammer, Program Manager, OCOM

Starting point
SAP ERP and SAP NetWeaver Process Orchestration are
implemented at OCOM’s subsidiary company EvoSwitch. The
SAP products are the central systems but in the system
landscape there are multiple applications including a webbased Customer Portal. This Customer Portal needs to be able
to consume and alter data from SAP using RESTful
communication, as OCOM’s architecture is based on REST APIs.
SAP NetWeaver Process Orchestration does not currently
support REST APIs out of the box and therefore we contacted
KaTe for their solution.

Implementation
The implementation of KaTe’s RESTful Adapter began with a
trial period to confirm that the RESTful adapter would fulfill the
needs of the OCOM environment. The trial adapter was
delivered, including documentation and support. Installation of
the adapter itself was then done easily by importing the
package into our SAP environment.
During the trial period OCOM developed two test interfaces to
connect part of the Customer Portal to SAP using RESTful APIs
connected to the KaTe adapter. Whenever needed, KaTe
delivered support with the development of the first APIs and
the proper setup of the adapter. The people at KaTe have
proven to be very helpful and knowledgeable.

Company profile
OCOM is Europe's leading internet services
company. OCOM and its subsidiaries
LeaseWeb,
EvoSwitch,
FiberRing
and
DataXenter are part of the experience of
millions of internet users around the world
every day. Customers trust the OCOM
companies to bring content to end users in a
reliable fashion and provide sustainable
internet services that enable individuals and
businesses to establish, maintain, and evolve
an online presence.
OCOM’s companies fulfill this function by
offering reliable, innovative and cost effective
solutions for the global transmission of sound,
images, data, transactions and entertainment.
Currently the OCOM companies transport 5.0
Tbps across the internet, which makes them
one of the premier internet hosting providers
in the world.

System landscape
SAP ERP 6.0 EHP7
SAP NetWeaver Process Orchestration 7.40

Success Story
The trial was concluded successfully and OCOM purchased
the adapter for daily use. Currently multiple applications are
connected to SAP using RESTful APIs provided by the KaTe
RESTful adapter. In the future we will even extend the use of
the adapter aiming to connect over 50 different applications
to SAP.
Contact
KaTe Kommunikation / Technologie GmbH
Quellenstraße 7
D-70376 Stuttgart
www.kate-group.com
T +49 711 90796465
E info@kate-group.com

Conclusion
» The KaTe RESTful Adapter for SAP Process Integration is
solid and easily installed. So if you’re looking to extend your
SAP platform with a RESTful adapter, KaTe is the way to go. «
Bjorn Tammer, Program Manager, OCOM

